Jeep wrangler yj sound system

This unique speaker housing rests in front of the shifters and directs sound toward both the
driver and passenger. The result is richer mid-range and stronger, deeper bass. These
Dash-Pods hold 5. Chances are the audio system in your Jeep, could use a wider spectrum of
sound, but the addition of various audio components often results in the loss of precious cargo
space. The pods accept 6. They sound great with the doors on and help hide road noise when
the doors are off. They make use of otherwise wasted space and are designed to fit snugly
against the sidewalls. Frontal imaging in a JK Wrangler includes dash speakers firing toward
the knees, and anemic dash tweeters that cover only the high range of the audio spectrum.
Bring your music to life and fill in that low-end audio void! Special hangers suspend the
Stealth-Pod slightly off the tailgate and rubber pads isolate the pod, thwarting any vibration. The
Stealth-Pod with your tailgate, leaving the tailgate fullyâ€¦. Skip to content. Theâ€¦ Read More.
The Stealth-Pod with your tailgate, leaving the tailgate fullyâ€¦ Read More. Older posts. Select
Increments. Proudly powered by WordPress Theme: Dyad 2. The best speakers for Jeep
Wrangler sound bar is something that complements the car and makes it even more attractive.
Unlike other automobiles, the Jeep Wrangler is one of those carefully designed and built for the
fearless smooth ride. Jeep wrangler, according to the official Jeep website, offers fun and
freedom to its owner. With an incorporated iconic Jeep design, the Jeep Wrangler is well known
for its all-weather capability and off-road prowess. Of course, the Jeep Wrangler is a
representation of the person driving it. Most of the time, the Jeep Wrangler is well known for its
removable top and doors for a true open-air experience. This leaves a great room for a good
speaker system to further give you that superior sound quality. Listed below are some of the
best jeep speaker bar products you should consider for your Jeep Wrangler automobile. It also
has the ability to give a power of up to watts. Even more, its unique features make the GT0 C an
ideal match for the features possessed by the Jeep Wrangler soundbar. GTO C is empowered
with a factory-amplifier power level system an even better speaker. Also, it fits well with
different amplifier combinations that come with several GTO series speakers. With the Jeep
Wrangler specifically designed for the fearless, the combination of the GTO C soundbar makes
the combination even more attractive to own. The GTO C brings life to the sound system in your
car. One thing you will love about implementing the GTO C into your Jeep Wrangler is how it fits
right in and satisfies your high-fidelity audiophile listening experience. Some of the key features
that will surely make you want to get the GTO C speaker system for your Jeep Wrangler
includes. This is another very impressive speaker for the Jeep Wrangler. The upgrade to the
Jeep Wrangler through the JK kicker speaker upgrade will definitely change your music
listening experience. With accurate acoustic control, these speakers are carefully upgraded with
polypropylene cones and ribbed surrounds with UV. Most often, the installation process of
these speakers is about 10 minutes. The upgrade to the Jeep Wrangler promises to bring a
sharper and crisper sound. This premium upgrade offers the exact fit plug, high definition
sound through a two-way coaxial poly treated speaker. Its efficiency magnet properly
assembles your many speakers on the setup. The Always A 4U overhead sound bar speakers
are one of the best set of speakers to grace the Jeep Wrangler. It has dome light with great
quality from its speakers. This is one of the great recommendations as to additional speakers to
your Jeep Wrangler automobile sound system. At highway speeds, this head unit sound bars
offer you clear sound even in your highway speed groove. It provides you with clear sounds
that other drivers on the highway can hear if you turn it up enough. The recessed tweeter
feature is one of the most eye-catching features of the Rockford Fosgate prime speakers that
makes it one of the best choices for your Jeep Wrangler. The speaker also has a protruding on
top of the main speaker. The sound quality is top-notch with almost zero complain from all
customers across platforms. Remarkably, the Rockford Fosgate speakers are somewhat big in
size. If you are hoping to give your Jeep Wrangler sound system a big sized speaker, this is the
right choice for you. With great sound quality, this speaker has it competing well with speakers
in the same category with it. The Rockford Fosgate Prime, together with its remarkable audio
quality, also comes with several woofers, midrange drivers and crossovers. The full package
comes with installing full setups like the mounting hardware and grilles. The azure curves which
are part of the Pyle sound speaker system are sure to give your Jeep Wrangler a sophisticated
interior design. In case you are looking to replace the factory speakers of your Jeep Wrangler,
replacing it with the Pyle three wat sound speaker system will give you an instant upgrade and
you will feel the impact and sound quality difference immediately. The product looks great and
injects a full resonating power feel to your automobile sound system. This product also comes
at a competitive price for the great sound quality it offers. The non-fatiguing butyl rubber
surround of the speaker is well implemented for securing your speakers properly and to keep
your speakers serving you for a longer time. This ultimately ensures low noise and any form of
distortion. All these make sure you get that open stage sounds as you ride in your fearless Jeep

wrangler. Aside from those above, there are other interesting, unique features of the Pyle
three-way sound speaker system. It is well built and engineered with marine grade components
and materials. Unlike most speakers in the same category as this, the Rockville terminals are
not easily damaged as it by water as it is made of stainless steel and are not affected by rust.
The additional waterproof coating is specially cut out to protect the speakers giving you a
lifetime of zero worries from water damages. The speakers are also specially tuned for PA voice
over feature. It is also engineered with a Santoprene surround that comes with polypropylene
Mica injected cone. You also do not need to worry about roll bars as it has large mounting
screws that accommodate this properly. When you are out to get the best-rugged product that
goes with your Jeep Wrangler, this is one of the best speakers you can lay your hands on with
that rugged and long-serving quality you hope to get. Also, there is no false power rating here.
These speakers are watts RMS and it also peaks at watts. Here are some of the distinguishing
features of the Rockville 2 easy mount soundbars for your jeep wrangler. When you are looking
for exceptional bass sounds with no extra acoustic padding, here is one of the top-notch picks
that fit directly into this category. This speaker model has given the Jeep Wrangler sound bar
special HD sound for a cruise in the vehicle. The Jeep Wrangler is well known for its fearless on
the road feel, and this upgrade kit complements it well. The brilliantly engineered and designed
speaker product can give maximum volume. This is done by utilizing its magnet assembly
which is huge. This product also comes with its own customized peel and gaskets glue. This
enhances the seal between the speaker itself and the Jeep Wrangler sound bar system. With
this setup, you have no worries considering any form of buzzing sounds that are usually
associated with listening to music at maximum blast volume. The JK premium high definition
soundbar speaker upgrade kit also comes with an easy installation process which is well
detailed on instructional how-to included. This speaker also has no distortion whatsoever. For
whatever version of this upgrade you settle for, you are sure to get premium sound and
long-lasting service. The harmony speakers are great factory replacement speakers for your
Jeep Wrangler sound system. When you are in the business of bringing your music to life
through your Jeep Wrangler automobile, this option is a great deal you should consider. With
the extensive and eye-catching feature, this replacement and upgrade are specially designed to
fit the Jeep Wrangler sound system perfectly. The harmony speakers also have great features
that will make you interested in the product. The product is carefully engineered with weight in
mind. It is also designed to directly replace the factory speakers with improvement in all the
right places. With polypropylene cones, durable rubber surrounds and PEI dome tweeters,
these speakers are well-engineered for competitive advantage in its category. Another great
product when it comes to the Jeep Wrangler speaker sound system is the speaker mentioned
above. This package includes a custom Jeep Wrangler dual subwoofer enclosure bass speaker
sub box and two new kickers for your car audio sub comp subwoofer. This product
conveniently fits into the â€” Jeep Wrangler automobiles. Its impedance is single 4 ohms with
injected molded solo cone. The surrounding terminals are ribbed and optimized with polyfoam.
It is also engineered with extremely rigid cones. This also comes with degrees back bracing.
This is designed to eliminate all forms of distortion that could possibly arise. Some of the other
interesting and eye-catching feature of the ASC package Jeep Wrangler dual kicker speaker
include. The Polk audio speaker manufacturers are well known for their top-notch production of
automobile speaker sound system. This particular product offers you a dynamic sound balance
technology. It also offers a rich, clean, and full sound range for your jeep wrangler. This product
emphasizes innovation, which is durable, functional, emphasizes style and high quality in its
sound system. This marine built product is well built for rugged automobile use like that of the
jeep wrangler. It is rugged and at the same time, sophisticated. The same process you usually
consider whenever you are making an important purchase, such a process is usually important
for you to put into getting the best speaker for your jeep wrangler automobile. Listed above are
some of the best choices for your buying considerations. Now it is time for you to decide which
one to settle for. It is most time a good practice to go shopping with a clear picture of what you
want to buy even before you leave the comfort of your home. That said, there are general points
to consider when planning to purchase the best speakers for your jeep wrangler sound bars.
Listed below are some of the points you should put under consideration while going supping
for speakers for your Jeep Wrangler automobile soundbars. The materials used for building the
speakers are obviously one of the huge determining factors of how the speakers will perform.
The above-recommended products have marine grade material characteristics, paper-like, and
stainless steel like characteristics accordingly. For the speakers with a graded marine build,
you get full waterproof and moisture-proof qualities. This also gives you that rugged experience
that you typically enjoy from your Jeep Wrangler. Both product types provide whole different
characteristics, but they offer great sound quality all the same. Ultimately, the choice for the

best material that suits you is totally up to you. The different manufacturers of the above-listed
speakers have put several things into consideration. These points include the designs and the
finishing of their speaker product. No doubt, they have an aim in mind while engineering and
producing their product, but do this product design suit you and your automobile. There are
different types of designs that are characteristic to the different speakers. Some come in pure
black colors, others blue while some are chrome coated. One thing to keep at the back of your
mind is that these features are also contributing factors to the longevity of your speaker
product. The design and finishing that is engineered and associated with these speakers also
protect against corrosive attacks from moisture in some of these speakers. Speakers designed
and finished with stainless steel are typically more rugged and anti-corrosive as compared to
the other speakers. Basically, there are two types of speakers. The component speaker and the
full range speaker. Typically, the component speaker offers the best sound quality while the
full-range speaker is packed in a single system. The component speakers have separated
features. Hence best for your automobile sound system. The full-range speaker, however, can
cover a fuller range of sound. For low powered car stereo system below 15 watts , you should
go for a highly sensitive speaker. This will do well to complement your car sound system in
terms of its sensitivity to the sound and also help in producing a good sound quality still.
However, if you are dealing with a high-powered automobile stereo system, the best match is a
low sensitive range speaker. This will be the best match for your car sound system. Depending
on the type of sounds you are aiming to get, a two-way speaker typically consists of a coaxial
speaker; a tweeter and a woofer. In the same vein, a three-way speaker has a woofer, tweeter,
and an extra added mid-range component. The distinctive difference between both is that the
three-way speakers have a higher frequency range. The make and model of the car and the
speaker has to be properly checked and vetted for their compatibility properties. The model,
make and year of manufacture is typically what is needed to make this conclusion on which is
compatible. This will ultimately give the dealer an idea about the configuration needed. One of
the good news associated with the above-listed speakers is that most of them are very easy to
install. They are specific picks for the Jeep Wrangler. Hence, you should experience little, or no
resistance at all during the installation of any of your speaker picks in your wrangler
automobile. Interesting to note, some of these speakers listed above are easier to install than
others. It is important to check the sound bars before the purchase of your desired speakers.
The good thing is, most of the above-listed speakers are within the normal weight capacity
limits. Although some weigh more than others, this is due to the material which is being used
during the engineering, production, and design of these products. The Jeep Wrangler is well
capable of handling all the above-listed speaker sound system, but your preference and use of
your Jeep Wrangler automobile determine what product you will finally settle for. The
superiority of the sound is one of the most important points to consider when settling for your
desired speakers. Some of the important points to consider is the range of the sound. Also, the
normal peak frequency should be as high as 20 kHz in most cases. The lowest frequency you
can also expect to get is 10 Hz. This is one of the important things to consider when you are
going for a speaker. What exactly is your budget? You should have a figure before going to the
dealer shop to make a deal. You can do well for yourself to adjust your budget to favor your
choice and speaker compatibility. It is important to note, however, that a simple replacement
most time comes at an affordable rate. Concerning the speakers for the Jeep Wrangler sound
bars, customers sometimes have general questions asked about buying the best speakers for
the Jeep Wrangler. Some of these questions include:. Q: What is the best subwoofer for a Jeep
Wrangler? A: The kicker powered subwoofer upgrade and the Rockford Fosgate JK speaker
system are great picks you can consider for the best subwoofer experience in your Jeep
Wrangler. These are two of the top picks you should really consider due to their subwoofer
prowess and their carefully engineered sound system. Q: Does foam fill or foam baffles make a
huge difference while installing your speakers? Which is better? A: The Polyfill is usually better
in the roll bar speakers. This is due to its ability to make them sound better and fuller. The
Polyfill also makes a great difference. It is definitely worth it. Effectively, this reduces distortion
to the barest minimum while increasing the sound quality at the same time. It is also a good
noise cancellation technique with no buzzing sound that is usually characteristic to speakers.
Q: Do these speaker upgrades have a lot of basses? A: Depending on the type of speakers
listed above which you finally settle for, they all possess some level of bass. It also depends on
your sound system set up and configuration. They all possess very good midbass. Carefully
and properly installed, you are sure to get the best combination of good sound. A: Depending
on how you go about the installation, you can literally take off the covers, unplug the stock.
Remove the stock and plug in the kickers upgrade. Install the cover back then wait for about
five to ten minutes. The kicker upgrade is a great product for your jeep wrangler. A: There is a

Bluetooth connection available through the JK kicker speaker upgrade. Through this setup, you
can conveniently answer calls through the speakers when you get an incoming call or make an
outgoing call. Q: How is the installation of the Jeep Wrangler speaker done? A: To install most
of the speakers, it is easy as most of these speakers come with how-to instructions attached to
their package. All you really have to do is to follow the installation steps carefully assigned by
the speaker manufacturer. With the specific tools and technical know-how, the installation of
your preferred speaker is as easy as it can be. Q: Do size matter when considering the speakers
to choose? A: Yes, they do. The specification of your desired speaker may not fit your current
automobile. You should do well to check the compatibility and specification of the speakers
before placing the order. With the best custom-installed speakers, you can enjoy sound quality
to your very own satisfaction. The above-listed speakers are best speakers for jeep wrangler
sound bars suggestions, you should consider when going for a replacement for your Jeep
Wrangler sound speakers. Consequently, it is worth noting that the specification of your desired
speakers should be properly investigated before buying your desired speakers as a
replacement. Already listed above are some of the most important points to consider when
changing your speaker system. You should do well to put all of them into consideration when
going to get the best speaker for your jeep wrangler system. Well known for its outdoor explorer
and rugged experience, the Jeep Wrangler is well known for its traction and Maneuverability to
deliver than expected off-road and all-weather capability. This is why it is important to choose
the very best speaker for your Jeep Wrangler sound bar to fully complement its already rugged
automobile design. The full customization process is totally up to you and I hope you make the
best choice for your Jeep Wrangler automobile sound bars. Check Details. Check Recent Price.
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